





























Age 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Boy 5 12 24 34 16 19 20 21 22 21 25
Girl 6 5 28 32 22 16 18 18 17 18 17
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An Analysis of Sprint Running in 2-12 year-old Children
with respect to the Running Patterns
Akira Tsujino' and Yukihiro Goto
To examine the changes of the running patterns with age in the case of2～12　year-old children, we
followed record time of 25～50 m sprint running, velocity curve, step frequency, stride/stature, form and move-
ment of limbs, etc. in their running. As remarkable results we found the following facts; the running ability in-
creases with age and its difference by disparity of age becomes clearer, while in other motion-patterns eight
year-old children have already reached near to the level as same as twelve year-old children,
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